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HATONN

INTRODUCTION
INCOME TAX FILING
DEADLINE
WHAT ARE YOU. A
PATRIOT OR A
TRAITOR TO YOUR
WONDROUS NATION?

Which were you on April 15th,
patriot or traitor? Do you continue to pour food unto the beast
to bring down the destruction of
America or did you act as a patriot and stop feeding the madness
upon
your
country’s
doorstep?
If you succumbed to panic and
terror tactics without good reason OTHER
THAN
THE
THREATS
FROM
THE
IRS/BUREAUCRATS,
then I
must list you as “traitor”. Trying to overthrow the Government of the United States? NO,
TRYING TO SAVE THE
GOVERNMENT UNDER THE
CONSTITUTION
OF
THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
NOT SERVICE THE
POLICE FORCE OF THE PRIVATE FEDERAL
RESERVE
SYSTEM SET UP TO CAUSE
YOU
TO DIE OF HEM-

ORRHAGING. That beast was
birthed and nurtured by the very
ones who would own the world
AND -YOU’
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If you were brave and did not
send in your form signed under
coercion, threat and duress to
the plunderers and criminals,
and yet still do not know that
which to do--allow us to follow
on with help. What do you do
now?
You sit in your easychair, rock a bit, sip some
soothing drink, eat without indigestion and know that you now
have millions of brothers (two
Then
legged) on your side.
tomorrow--get ‘up off your duff
and SAVE YOUR CONSTITUTION FOR THAT IS DESTINED TO FALL AT THE
HANDS
OF THE
SAME
CRIMINALS--IMMEDIATELY.
As long as your Con-

stitution stands you are acting
lawfully--even if they claim illegality. Ah, but you say, they
also put people in prison for
these things, legal or not!
Wouldst you rather DIE within
a few months or heal yourselves
NOW? I remind you that there
are only about 3% of your population who are of the Elite--the
other of your brothers are just as
uninformed as are you--or, if
you are reading this--more misinformed.
ANTI-SEMITISM. JEWS
AND KHAZARS
STOP IT RIGHT THIS INSTANT: The Elite are in service
to the Anti-Christ who is in final
intent to completely control and
have your. world enslaved by
1
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year 2000 and all involved will
continually tell you over the
airwaves, etc., that they “are
right on schedule”.
Who is “running” the Elite? I
have told you in a dozen ways
in a dozen Journals--The Khazar
Elite who have infiltrated under
pretense, secrecy and deceit,
into the very fiber of the planet.
I ask you: WHAT HAPPENS

TO ANTI-SEMITISM IF JEWS
ARE NOT SEMITES?
WHAT
HAPPENS REGARDING THE
NAZI HOLOCAUST
WHEN
YOU FIND THAT IT WAS
BACKED AND CO-PLANNED
BY THOSE DARK FORCES?
WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN
YOU
COME
INTO
INFORMATION
WHICH
IS
TRUTH?
DO YOU CAST IT
ASIDE,
DENOUNCE,
THE
AUTHOR
AND
KILL THE
MESSENGER?

In this book in hand we begin,
through history, to PROVE unto
you that the true ancestors of
Western
“Jewry” were not
Semites, but rather the warrior
empire of the Khazars, a mighty
power that converted to Judaism
in the Dark, Ages, and whose
subsequent exodus gave birth to
the mainstream of the so-called
“Jewish” people as they now
exist.
How did you expect the AntiChrist to appear? Did you think
#lO

him to be your current enemy in
some manner described by you?
Why did you not THINK? It is
obvious that the best way to fool
all the people all the time is to
come forth CLAIMING to be
the very ones CHOSEN OF
GOD--or, have you forgotten

that you are dealing
very Pn’nce of Deceit?

with the

These deceivers marched across
Europe after being pushed out
by the Mongols and now have
stolen Palestine through infiltration into and within the
ruling bodies of your nations
and have now gained control of
the body of the Government in
the United States after gaining
control of the ruling body of
Great Britain and the Soviet
Union.

EVERY DAY I GET
OUESTIONS
I receive question upon question
regarding
ones
wandering
around upon your place giving
information--some
and
true
some false--ALL terribly misinformed in one manner or another at the hands of the evil
brotherhood--claiming to function within the “White Brotherhood ” . Chelas (students of life
truth), if you must ask me about
these ones--then they are NOT
who they claim to be and you
are in the knowing of it! If you
ask me, then you are trying to
prove them or me. Is this alright? Of course, but it is timewasting when your nation and
life blood are flowing out of
your being.
I get buried in inquiries about
returning
Avatars,
Northern
SeahZll-,
Shambala,
Hargas ,
Maitreya, Emerald Tablets, Order of the Emerald Cross, and
group after group after group.
If you must ask Hatonn, then
know that there is something not
quite right about them or YOU
have not done your homework

to find out about them. To do
that you must find out whether
or not those “groups” function
TOTALLY within the LAWS
OF GOD AND CREATION--no
if’s, and’s or but’s. Do not go
forth and try to prove the group
in this place--FOR THERE IS
NO GROUP IN THIS PLACE,
JUST INDIVIDUALS WORKING TOGETHER TO TRY
AND BRING CHANGE IN A
MOST EARTHLY MANNER
WHILE THERE IS YET TIME.
An individual’s “Salvation” is
between that ONE and GOD.
Our scribes bring the Truth;
they also bring the LAWS so
that you can know beyond a
shadow of a doubt what are
those LAWS. Do not tell me
about returning Avatars who
will
AFTER
“IT’S
come
OVER”. GOD COMES INTO
YOUR PRESENCE TO GIVE
YOU
STRENGTH
AND
TRUTH WHILE YOU NEED
m
YOU NEED NO MORE
FALSE KINGS TO COME
RULE OVER YOU “AFTER
IT’S OVER”. However, if you
don’t get it changed and
changed most quickly, it won’t
matter in the physical dimension
for you will be enslaved as a
people and reduced to that
which is intended by the AntiChrist Elite.
I ASSURE YOU THAT WHEN
THE PROPER TIME IS AT
HAND, YOU WILL HAVE NO
TROUBLE
RECOGNIZING
GOD-- UNTIL
THAT
TIME,
YOU ARE GIVEN TRUTH-ABSOLUTE AND UNWAVERING RIGHT IN THE OPERATOR-OWNER
MANUAL
WHICH IS COMING FORTH
IN A COUPLE OF WEEKS.
YOU
DON’T
NEED
ANY
SEAHARS
OR JERRY FAL.WELLS--IN
FACT,
THESE
ARE
THE
VERY BEINGS
WHO HAVE DRAGGED YOU,
APPLAUDING
AND BEATING
YOUR - CHEST--INTO
2
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THE PIT.
YOU ARE NOT
WEAK AND HELPLESS BEINGS--YOU
ARE
THE
HANDS,
FEET AND VERY
BEINGS OF GOD HIMSELF
AND NOTHING
CAN PREVAIL AGAINST YOU IF YOU
STAND
TAU
IN
THAT
TRUTH.
GET OFF YOUR
DUFFS, QUIT TOYING OVER
WHO MAY AND MAY NOT
SAVE YOU AND GET BUSY
FOR YOU WILL SAVE YOU
OR YE SHALL
NOT BE
SAVED!!
Enjoy the other in-

terests for God always enjoins
you to study ALL that you have
basis for recognizing Truth and
GIVE YOUR POWER TO NO
MAN NOR ENTITY FOR
GOD DWELLS WITHIN THE
TEMPLE WHICH IS YOU
The problem at present istha;
you are locked into that which is
recognized as limits of time and
space and, therefore, you are all
but out of time and space upon
your physical manifestation. It
is time now for action--together
with brother to reclaim in the
name of God that which is yours
for, in so-doing, you reclaim
that which is God’s.
I have in my heart and hands a
letter written from the bottom of
a heart unto me, regarding the
information coming forth about
the so-called Jews. This being
is of that ancestry of the Judeans
and I am anguished by the cries
of pain as the Truth is recognized and yet, the cry is that
“but my father, etc., was not
like that! ” Of course not, precious ones, the manipulators are
so few and have fooled you.
There would be no problem if
they had not been able to fool
you through the lies. Evil cannot stand ip Truth just as there
is no shred of darkness within
Light. That IS the great deceit-to claim to be that which is the
opposing of self so that you
follow after the wrong lampbearer who blocks your thriving, limits your intake, i.e., the
#lO

church who pronounces works
such as the Journals to be of
Satan, evil and “do not read
them”. God says, “READ IT
ALL SO THAT YE CAN
JUDGE IN WISDOM!”
So be
it.
This book and a couple more
will likely strike some of you as
boring and inane--sorry about
that, but if you know not history--and you don’t, then you
are destined to repeat the errors-which you ARE!
We are going to give you the
history of the Khazars so that
you know beyond a shadow of a
doubt that which is your adversary and how it came to be your
enemy in this day, 1991, while
you were not looking. To do so
I am going to quote some things
which were given forth years
ago. I give appreciation to one
who has utilized this information in his own works, Dr. N.A.
(Dot) Scott, because the interview which I will share with
you is succinct, factual and
openly boasted some 15 years
past--and you can rely on the
fact that you have only walked
into the deeper mire wearing the
cement booties.
What I will give herein will be a
DIRECT, public interview by
one Harold W. Rosenthal, who
was administrative assistant for
then-U. S . Senator Jacob K.
Javits of New York. Rosenthal
“Jew”,
was
an
affirmed
“Zionist” and “Elite” worker,
just as was Javits. In August of
1976, you may recall a skyjacking of an Israeli jetliner in
Instanbul
(Constantinople),
Turkey, wherein several people
were killed by random bullets
but Rosenthal was the point of
the incident and he was EXE
CUTED--deliberately . I won’t
go into that incident for it is not
the topic at hand. It is the information presented in boastful
format to an American audience

before the incident which is in
point.
QUOTE:
“We (Self-styled, so-called
’ Jews’). . .continue to be amazed
with the ease by which Christian
Americans have fallen into our
hands.. . naive
Americans.. . we
have TAUGHT them to SUBMIT
to
OUT
every
demand...Americans have not had
a presidential
choice since
1932. Roosevelt was our man;
every president since Roosevelt
has been our man. We. ..have
put issue upon issue to the
American people.
Then we
PROMOTE BOTH SIDES of the
issue as conji4sion reigns.
“With their eyes fixed on the
issues, they fail to see who is
BEHIND
EVERY
scene.
We... toy with the American
public as a cat toys with a
mouse. The blood of the masses
will flow as rye wait for our day
of WORLD
VICTORY.. . The
naive politicians in WASHINGTON are gullible. Most of them
are not too bright.. .the powerjul.. . lobbyists influenced.. .years
ago federal funds to aid Israel)
and there is no one strong
enough to stop it.. . Some of that
money is returned to the United
States and spent on Zionist proB ‘nai
paganda.. . through
B’rith.. . Conference of Jewish
Jewish
Organizations.. . World
Congress...tax free so long as
we are smart enough to get
away with it...
“ANTI-SEMITISM
DOES
NOT SIGNIFY OPPOSITION
TO SEMITISM.
,THERE IS
NO SUCH THING!
It is an

expression we.. . use efectively
as a SMEARWORD...used to
brand.. . anyone who brings criticism against (us).. . We use it
HATE-mongers.. . (we
against
are) the most intelligent people
in the world. . . Ifit benefits (us)
to change names (we) do so.
\
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That‘s all there is to it.
I’.. .I’d say more than 90%
(of us) know what is really happening to our people. We have
COMMUNICATION unequalled
anywhere.. . It is an established
rule to destroy all members of
pre-existing
government.. . the
Police, State Police, Army oficers and their families and relatives.. . In Russia, there are TWO
distinct GOVERNMENTS - one
visible and the other invisible...The INVISIBLE rulers of
the communist countries have a
world CONTROL over the propaganda and the governments in
free countries. The cultural and
intellectual influence of Judaism
is felt throughout the entire
world.. .MONEY is more important than morality.
“We can accomplish anything with money.. . Israel can
now win in any encounter.. . It
will also be the base for World
Government Headquarters. We
CONTROL EVERY MEDIA of
expression.. . newspapers, magazines, radio, television.. . even
We CENyour
music!
SOR.. .before long we will have
COMPLETE
CONTROL
YOUR THINKING.. .

OF

“The richest plum.. . (we)
took over the publication of ALL
SCHOOL MATERIALS.. . could
MOLD public opinion to suit
OUR PURPOSES.
The people
are only stupid pigs that grunt
and squeal the chants we give
them.. . truth or lies. There is
no.. . silent majority. . . only thing
that exists is an UNTHINKING
MAJORITY and unthinking they
will
remain.. . their ESCAPE
from our rigorous service is the
opiate of our ENTERTAINMENT
industry. We have castrated society through FEAR AND INTIMIDATION.
Its manhood
exists only in combination with
a feminine . ..appearance...being so neutered, the populace
has become
DOCILE
AND

EASILY
RULED.. . their
thoughts.. .only with the present
toil and the next meal... You
have become addicted to our
MEDICINE through which we
have become
your
absolute
masters.

‘We pretty much CONTROL
U.N... There will be a
forced class war$are here in the
United States and manv will be
liautdated.. . I’m
not
boasting... I’m giving you the facts!
It is TOO LATE for your Christian followers to put up a DEFENSE.. .Long, long ago we
HAD to become the AGGRESSORS.. . that is undoubtedly one of our great PURPOSES in life.. .A belief in life
THE

bevond this terrestrial existence
is foreign to us.. .our life is of
this world onlv.

“Religion.. . our CONTROL
of the textbook industry.. . news
media.. . able to hold ourselves
up as AUTHORITIES.. .our rabbis now hold professorships in
supposed Christian theological
seminaries. We are amazed by
the
Christians ’
stupidity...Judaism is not only the
teaching of the synagogue, but
also the doctrine
of every
Christian Church in America.

Through our propaganda the
church has become our most
avid supporter.. . their believing
in the lie that we are the
‘chosen people’ and they, the
gentiles. ” (Comment: Semitic
Hebrews and the Church are
“chosen”, with key qualifications in Bibles.) “These deluded
children of the church defend us
to the point of DESlROy;ING
their own culture.. . The ignorant
Christians. . . attack the crusaders
even tf they are members of their
own families.. . Through our influence of religion we were able
to involve the ignorant white
Christians in WARS against
themselves, which always impoverished both sides while we
reaped a financial and political

harvest.. .
“Through religion we have
gained complete CONTROL of
society, government and economics. The gullible clergy--instruct their parishioners that
we are a special, chosen people.. . These PULPIT PARROTS
extol our goodness for loaning
them the MONEY to build their
temples, never realizing that
their own holy book condemns
all USURY...pay our exorbitant
INTEREST. ..they have led society
into
our
CONTROL
through the same practice.
“Politically, they hail the
blessings of DEMOCRACY and
never understand that through
DEMOCRACY we have gained
CONTROL.. . DEMOCRACY
IS
MOB-RULE
CONTROL

WHICH

WE

through
their
CHURCHES, OUR NEWS MEDIA AND ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS.. . These RELIGIOUS
PUPPETS’ stuviditv is onlv exceeded bv their cowardice.
thev are ruled easilv.. . n

for

END OF QUOTING
In this instance he spoke total
truths which are proven to be
fact and he is all too right as far
as worldly things go, BUT HE
WAS FAR TOO LOOSEMOUTHED AND IT COST
HIM HIS LIFE. Oh yes, you
say, well you infer that he was
killed by his own people. Exactly! The prime thrust is deceit
and secret shadow dealings
through which you do not see
that which is coming. Ego got
in his way and it cost him his
life to shut him up.
Now for the good news:
American LAW mandates that
these Washington D.C. Clubship members’ Anti-American
“hate”, “gun-control”, “income
tax” , “AIDS”, human “quotas”,
“civil rights”,
“child care”,
other
such
“U.N. ”
and

,‘.4 -
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“exclusive Legislation” of Article 1;8;17-18 with 4;3;2 m

onlv applv to FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
PROPERTIES,
NOT AMERICA’S.
Now,

vcgoback
to YOU
CAN SLAY THE DRAGON, a
Phoenix Journal, and find out
what I just said. You had better
get your Constitution settled into
cement--NOW,
before
they
snatch it from you in total
through the Constitutional Convention which will consist of a
few carefully and hand-picked
delegates (not legislators) from
each State to “AMEND” your
invaluable

American

Law.

The facts are that through
“actual action” the workings of
the Government and the entire
Judicial system is on the basis,
currently, of the Constitution
ALREADY HAVING BEEN
CHANGED. YOU ARE OUT
OF TIME, AMERICA, AND
THE WORLD AWAITS YOUR
DECISIONS FOR YOU ARE
THE LAST AND WHEN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA FALLS, SO FALLS THE
WORLD INTO THE VIPER’S
PIT.
Ponder these things for your
very destiny hangs as the timebomb above thine heads awaiting the detonation. When you
ask God, with right intent, the
answers/confirmations
are
given.
THE

CALL COMPELS
THE ANSWER

4/16/91
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DEDICATION
As we move from subject to
subject there are so many unto
whom to give honor and/or petiThis Journal
tion assistance.
represents the “counterattack”,
as you might refer to it, wherein
we speak of things you MUST
begin to do and accept, then
confirm and act upon, if you are

to save your nation in wholeness
and regain your freedom. YOU
HAVE NO FREEDOM.
You are TOLD that you have
freedom; you do not! The gun
is held to your head if you do
not pay the extortion fees of
your “voluntary--by
your Constitutional law”, men are imprisoned and medically incapacitated or outrightly slain as example to terrify the populace
into submission; your home will
be taken and sold by the conspirators if you fail to pay your
taxes and every use of your
property is governed and it can
be raided and confiscated at any
moment by the police force set
up to extract the extortion.
We call this book OPERATION
SHANSTORM because in the
Cosmos your little planet is
called Sham The rest represents
the tongue-in-cheek silliness of
the war games of death and destruction of which we are going
to share with you, and the
counterattack actions and modes
of operations which will regain
your freedom. We are in the
process of telling you exactly
who is your enemy and who is
the “Anti-Christ” which you
await.
Dangerous?
Indeed,
indeed. But united behind the
“feathered curtain” of God’s
Lighted Truth, brothers, you not
only can prevail--YOU WILL
PREVAIL.
If brother stands
with brother,
you-the-people
will prevail for you make up 97
percent of the population of
your
world--the
adversary
rules by deceit, false teachings
which you now follow as truth,
and controls your very life
breath-through
only 3 percent
of your nation’s numbers. Read
CAREFULLY a couple of times
the INTRODUCTION
which
follows: Proof is on your place
and examples of your adversary’s work is evident in the
men who stand against them-who survive, that is.

Your President of the United
States told you EXACTLY how
it is--you are NOW a DEMOCRACY, not a Republic--and you
are totally ruled by the few who
can outvote the multitudes for
the enemy has taken the houses
of law-setting.
Your vote
means nothing--therefore, your
voice must rise above the sound
barriers and join with the multitudes and demand hearing.
You do not do it through violence for in violence you give
them opportunity to legally slay
you. You do it through standing on Truth and become unbending in the Laws of your
Constitution (your land) and
within Truth and honorable existence as men and women in
dignity--together,
under God,
one nation indivisible with regained freedom and justice. So
be it.
I bow unto one of your countrymen and those of his family
and brothers ,who did all they
could in his behalf and still he
paid full price, for the man is
only an empty shell resulting
from that which the beast has
done unto him and continues to
do. I ask that the document sent
to us by Richard Masuyama be
reproduced herein. Actually, I
ask that Dharma type it for I
wish her to experience this story
for often the workers in behalf
of Truth feel alone and desolate
as they are attacked and their
very lives are at stake.
The
document
went out as a
newsletter called ON TARGET
by Nord Davis and the person in
point and to whom I dedicate
this volume is:
BILL BENSON

and furthermore, it is a black
day against the honor of you
ones who continue to allow this
kind of injustice as perpetrated
against one after another of your
patriots who literally give of
their physical lives to protect
‘5
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your Constitution.
QUOTE:
The
sensational
expose’
known as THE LAW THAT
NEVER WAS quickly targeted
Bill Benson as an enemy of the
IRS and the totalitarian socialists
in both Washington and your
hometown. The IRS is the socialist’s Enforcer.
As with
Gordon Kahl, they get the FBI
or the Federal Marshals to carry
out their dirty work. As with
Jablonski, and you will see with
Benson, they get the Bureau of
Prisons (BOP) to carry out their
cruel and unusual punishments.
Benson is no fool. He
understands the Socialist IRS
and deliberately
risked the
consequences that might follow
so that America would know
truth about the unlawful Internal
Revenue Service, Inc., a private

corpomtion linked with the pr&
vate corvomtion known as the
Fedeml Reserve.
Oh, your

minister never told you this
major “affair of state” during
your church meetings?
Of
course not! He is a socialist just
like you are! In the Preface to
this law book, his friend and
mine, “Red” Beckman of Montana writes:
,
“Liberty” is not free but
it is a bargain compared to
the cost of slavery. In the
United States of America today, we pay for our slavery
with tax audits, assessments,
levies and seizures, with
imprisonment and with fear.
Mankind has been tormented
and plundered by tyrants
throughout his tenure on this
planet.
These tyrants have
made proclamations, issued
decrees and written statutes
in order to bleed the people
of their productive and creative powers.. . . The Internal
Revenue Service uses the
tool of fear to control and

rob the people. If we do not
pay the price of liberty on a
voluntary basis, the price of
slavery is mandatory.. . The
productivity of this nation is
being plundered by tyrants
employing a perversion of
true law.. . Truth is an antidote for the perversion of the
true law.. . ”
After
several
years
of
“investigation”, and three different attempts to get a Federal
Grand Jury to indict Bill Benson
on something,
your socialist
Justice
Department
finally
brought
three
tax-related
charges against him.
One of
these was a felony. Curiously,
they covered only the years
@or to the publication of his
now famous law book. During
the discovery process, the IRS
and the Justice Department admitted that they did not indict
him for actions after the book
was published, because they did
not want such damaging evidence in the official court
records. How about that!
Not wanting the publicity of
the trial of such a powerful author, the government offered
him a “plea bargain” if he
Patriots never
would recant.
take “plea bargains” for they are
both immoral and unlawful. It
is immoral to admit to a lesser
crime you did not commit so as
to not run the risk of being convicted of a greater crime you
also did not commit. It is unlawful for any prosecutor to alter the indictment of a Grand
Jury which found “probable
cause” on one crime, and then
substitute it for a lesser crime.
Such a proposal is a conspiracy
to commit perjury, that is, to
swear under oath that you are
guilty of a crime which you did
not commit. Yes, I know that
all over socialist America this
conspiracy to commit perjury is
now common and accepted
practice of criminal law, and

encouraged by both socialist defense lawyers and socialist prosecutors. As Murphy, the sage

author of Muqhy’s
Law once
observed, “Nothing is illegal if
a hundred lawyers decide to do

it. ” (HATONN: And, brothers,
by far the majority of your
lawmakers and judicial system
participants are LAWYERS!)
Bill Benson did not take the
“plea bargain” bribe and he did
not recant. Of course he was
convicted.
His jurors were
typical Judeo-Christian socialists
(not knowing any better). They
found him guilty last December.
There is usually a waiting period between conviction and
sentencing so that the govemment can make its recommendations as to where and how
long the prison time is to be.
He was sentenced to report to
the federal prison medical facility in Rochester, Minnesota on
May 29th. Here is the key; pay
attention! A -bond. Rending his
aDDeal. was denied.
Yet, Benson was not convicted of any
He did not
violent crime.
commit rape, murder, or the
peddling of drugs, for which
bonds, though usually very
high, are regularly approved.
Yet Benson had been out on
bond during this whole trial period from arraignment, through
pre-trial hearings, and the entire
trial. He was out on bond up
until the very day he walked
into the Rochester Federal
Prison
and surrendered
as
There is no legal
scheduled.
evidence that he would not surrender if his appeal proved unsuccessful. No, the IRS fully
intended to inflict their cruel
and unusual punishment before
his appeal might overturn his
con&ion.
Do YOU GET IT,
FELLOW AMERICAN?

Apparently, according to the
IRS and Attorney
General
Richard Thornburgh, Bill Benson, and,those who watch what
.
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happens to men like him and
write books exposing the IRS ’
unlawful activities, need to be
taught a lesson. 1 Patriots need to
have terror and fear instilled in
their subconscious minds. m’s
wife, Lorraine, went with him
as he surrendered.
We know
the anguish in her heart, not
only for her husband but for her
country. She wrote to all of her
patriotic friends, giving us his
prison number and prison address. She wrote:
“I sat though Bill’s surrender with a heavy heart,
fighting to maintain my composure, but filled with a
sense of pride, thanks to
Bill. He conducted himself
with dignity, was friendly
and talkative to the guard
who checked him in, and
walked into the prison with
his shoulders back and his
head held high. n
Lorraine Benson, PO
Box 550
South Holland, Illinois
60473
(HATONN:

AMERICA.’
PORT.‘.‘)

WRITE TO HER,
GIVE
SUP-

Once behind those doors,
the pent-up wrath of the Internal
Revenue Service, was lowered
like a boom on Patriot’Bill Benson. A man who was prompt in
arriving, conducted himself with
dignity, and who was friendly
with the guards, and walked
erect into the prison facility,
was ordered to be incarcerated
in the prison’s “intensive care
There that man was
subjected to injections of drugs
that were intended to reduce
him to thk status of a psychological vegetable!
We do not
section”.

know AL&, the “cruel and unusual punishment” or all the
horrors of the next two weeks
that happened to him, because
patriot Bill Benson is no longer

capable of talking intelligently.

However, our investigation indicates that he was given some
“new drug” which was causing
“unacceptable
side effects”.
Why? For what medical purpose? We do know that the side
effects were so terrible that a
certain tranquillizer was administered at twice the dosage! His
personal family doctor, Michael
DeNicola, reviewing the drugs
given, warned that some of the
medications, in the combinations administered by the prison
facility, could cause fatal liver
disease. What were YOU doing
for your country during the two
weeks from May 29th to Father’s Day of last year June
16th? Father’s Day? That is
the next time Bill’s daughter,
Barbie, would see her dad.
STOP--STOP--STOP
I think you had better stop
reading here, go outside for a
few minutes and breathe some
fresh air, smell a flower or two,
and look into the innocent eyes
of your children or grandchildren for however long it takes
to repent of your damnable indifference to the affairs of your
country and your conspiratorial
part in sucking on the breast of
Then, come back
socialism.
and read on.
To inflict the most psychological damage on Lorraine, the
prison authorities asked the
daughter, Barbie, to go with
them to get her father. The astonished young lady pushed her
father out to see his wife in a
wheel-chair! According to court
records, in a special appeal by
his attorney, Bill Benson had
skin that was ashen, greenishHis eyes were glazed.
uey.
His feet were grossly swollen
and stuffed into large house
slippers. When he spoke, it was
like listening to a drunken child,
his speech extremely slurred and

thick-tongued.
He had the
child-like problem of just pronouncing words, and extreme
difficulty in getting out what he
wanted to say. m told his wife
that he sees two of everything
and that he shakes all the time.
Because of his vision, shakes
and complete loss of memory,
he cannot remember his own
phone number. An inmate has
to help him take a shower and
shave him. According to an affidavit of Lorraine, submitted as
part of the Court Record:
“When we sat down I
took a close look at his
arms. He had a very red,
raw spot on the inside of his
left arm where the elbow
bends.... The skin was all
gone and the vein looked
dark purple and ugly.
I
checked out both arms and
told him that he looked like
a junkie with track marks.
There were needle marks all
over both drms. n
His lawyer’s motion to the
court for his immediate release,
after only 20 days at the hands
of your government
prison
physicians
stated,
“Benson’s
condition has deteriorated to the
point that he bears no resemblance to his former self.. .m

JUST 20 DAYS THE BOP
HAS
REDUCED
BENSON
7
FREE-THINKING
INTELLZGENT HUMAN BEING TO A
HELPLESS,
SUFFERING
DRUGGED-UP
LUMP
OF
CLAY...HOW
MANY MORE
OF
THESE
SYMPTOMS
MUST
BENSON
SUFFER
BEFORE CORRECTIVE
ACTION IS TAKEN?”
Your so-

cialist Judge
DENIED the

Paul

Plunkett,

motion, and ordered Bill Benson back for
more. NORTHPOINT TEAMS
has learned that the physician in
charge of Benson’s IRS and
Court-ordered
and approved
“treatment’l,
is
Pichard Kvam,
8,
-7
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The federal prosecutors
MD.
responsible for Brother Benson’s
conviction,
and
subsequent
treatment, are these two people: ”
Joan B. Staffoord, Assistant
U. S. Attorney
Assistant
U. S.
Je&{mFw
219
South
Dearborn,
Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60602
312:353-5300

15th

[IN THE NAME OF GOD,
LET
YOUR
VOICE
BE
HEARD]
On August 27, 1990, I
(Nord Davis) talked to U.S.
Attorney Jeff Stone. He indicated no concern whatever for
the physical condition of Mr.
Benson, stating that his confinement was on order of the
Judge after being duly convicted
by a jury. On this date I talked
to two others who are watching
the case on a daily basis and
Mr. Benson’s condition is getting steadily worse. There has
been no improvement. I would
hope that Mr. Stone and his
associates would do whatever
they can to insure that Mr. Benson does not die while in confinement.
(HATONN: This was’ a year
ago, friends, how think ye is
Mr. Benson today? Well, now
the IRS is after Mr. Nord
Davis--HOW
LONG
WILL
YOU “FREE” AMERICANS
TOLERATE THIS MADNESS?
Where are all of you while
LaRouche rots in prison because
he had the audacity to run for
president of the U.S. on the basis of your Constitutional rights?
speech--BILL
Freedom
Pf
BENSON WROTE A BOOK,
FOR GOODNESS SAKES!!!
WHERE IS “60 MINUTES”?
WHERE ARE -7
YOU AMERICA?
Why do you still have United

States citizens locked up in
POW camps while the Govemment refuses to allow them to
come home (because they will
tell the truth unto you-the-peopie)--so they will rot and perish
in those holes of horror. YOU
STILL HAVE
SOME OF
YOUR OWN MEN WHO ARE
YET PRISONERS OF WAR
HELD
IN
THE
SOVIET
UNION, FROM THE KOREAN WAR!
WHERE ARE

YOU. AMERICA?
YELLOW
RZBBONS
AND
AFFIRMATIONS TO BUSH AND FLAG
WAVING WILL NOT DO ZT-YOU MUST STAND AND ACT
OR YOU ARE, AS A NATION
AND
AS
A
PEOPLE-DOOMED!)

Some of you, who are
Americans and not totalitarian
socialists, may want to contact
these two people and express
your concern for William Benson and his Gulag-style treatment. My fellow Americans,
this is only the beginning. Last
March, George Bush’s U.S. Bureau of Prisons Director Quinlan, and other Federal Prison
officials went to the Soviet
Union to inspect the socialist
prison system there. Apparently
our socialist officials want to see
how well the Soviet socialists
maintain control of their people
under threats, fear and terror.
Do not be deceived, socialismcommunism is not mellowing
out into even a “democracy” as
most Americans think of it.
George Orwell’s nightmare is
NOW UPON US. And remember, George Orwell was one of
the leading socialists of his day.

Seeing what was coming, he
wrote the famous book, 1984.
We are only five or six years
behind the schedule.
Gordon
Kahl, Ted Jablonski and B&l
Benson are the political prisoners of today, just as other outspoken Christians were during
the days of the Spanish Inquisition, the purges under socialist

Joseph Stalin in the Soviet
Union, the death camps of Nazi
Socialist Germany, and the socialist torture-murder of outspoken
anti-communists
in
Nicaragua’s 17th century El
Chipote Prison. Each of these
persons who suffered and died,
tried to tell you something. It is
about time you listen!
END OF QUOTING
There seems little left to say.
WHAT
WILL
YOU
DO
AMERICA?
SO BE IT, FOR IN THE DAY
OF
JUDGMENT,
THAT
WHICH YOU DID AND DID
NOT, SHALL BE IN CONFRONTATION--NAKED AND
WITHOUT
LIES ACCEPTABLE TO HIDE BEHIND.
WHAT
WILL
YOU DO,
AMERICA?
********
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